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8.5x11 in size. Enchanted faces of mermaids, fairies, and fantasy girls await you in this magical
coloring book from artist Hannah Lynn! Hannahâ€™s whimsical girls are well known for their
adorable faces, and have been collected around the world since 2006. This cute coloring book
features 50 popular close-up illustrations, adapted from her portfolio of hand-illustrated
artworks-with more details to color than ever before! Also available in Pocket-Size on .com.
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Hannah Lynn coloring books are by far my favorite. They are simple enough to not be
overwhelming, challenging enough that I'm never bored, and the lines are thick enough to make me
feel like I can color quickly and not make many mistakes. It reminds me of a children's coloring book
because of the thickness of the lines with all the good stuff of being challenging like adult coloring
books offer.My twelve year old was able to color these pages, with no issue. My seven-year-old
niece colored the pages well also.Some pages in this book are more challenging than the others.
Most of the faces are up close and easier to color but some have a lot more in depth details to
them.I love how although I'm just coloring girls, each girl has her own story and that's what makes
these my favorite books. Even though I'm just coloring girls, every girl is different and every detail to
the things that are around her to the details of how her hair falls is different.There are 50 different
pages to color in this book. All one-sided pages so you can use any kind of medium without

worrying about messing up the page on the back. I still advise using another few sheets of paper
underneath the one you're coloring in the case of bleed-through. The paper is not as thick as
cardstock, but not as thin as normal 20lb computer paper. I would say it's 24-26lb quality paper. I
did attach 2 pictures of all the pages that are included in this book.

I am so thrilled that she decided to make a full size version of the smaller pocket sized book!!! I
loved the pictures in the small version but always wished that i could really get into the pictures to
add fine details but the pictures made it difficult...This version is the exact same as the pocket sized
one but the pictures are full sized.

I have bought many of Hannahs books. I absolutely love her work. Everything she does has nice
detail and is always such a pleasure to color. I enjoy using multiple mediums and it seems no matter
what I use, the images always come out looking good because of her fine work. You get anything
from fairies, mermaids, regular women and even some have dragons or other mystical creatures.
She is my favorite artist and I will continue to buy her work as long as it's available!

I first saw this when it came out in the pocket size. I was hoping it would come out in full size, and
was so happy when it did. I love her work, and will continue to buy as long as I can. Her work is
amazing!

Love all of Hannah's work. I have all her books!

She is awesome lover her work. She draws beautiful. Have her coloring books and her volumes 1-8
and Christmas. It's just awesome. There is a picture I colored that she drew.

Another Of my favorite by Hannah Lynn!! Her work is so awesome and I love being able to take her
drawings and turn into lovely art!!
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